Previous research shows that keyphrases are useful tools in document retrieval and navigation. While these point to a relation between keyphrases and document retrieval performance, no other work uses this relationship to identify keyphrases of a given document. This work aims to establish a link between the problems of Query Performance Prediction (QPP) and keyphrase extraction. To this end, features used in QPP are evaluated in Keyphrase Extraction using a Naïve Bayes classifier. Our experiments indicate that these features improve keyphrase extraction effectiveness in documents of different length. More importantly, commonly used features of frequency and first position in text perform poorly on shorter documents, whereas QPP features are more robust and achieve better results.
Introduction
Keyphrases are phrases formed of one or more terms that reflect the salient content of a document. The term keyphrase is used instead of more common expression "keyword" to emphasize that keyphrases can be formed of multiple terms. A user attempting to fulfil an information need issues a query to a full-text search engine and scans each retrieved document to have at least a basic understanding of its contents. In this vein, keyphrases are helpful in terms of shortening the time spent, as they are concise representations of the content. Nonetheless, most of the electronically available documents do not have keyphrases assigned to them. One approach to this problem is building a keyphrase extraction system that automatically determines the keyphrases of a given document.
A typical keyphrase extraction system forms a list of candidates from the phrases that appear in the original document, and evaluates each candidate using features acquired from the text. Two commonly used features are frequency and first occurrence position of the phrase, which are referred to as in -document features in this article. This research through experiments shows that in-document features are not as effective in short documents as they are in long documents. Following from this, it proposes a method using novel features to achieve more robust results for documents of different lengths.
Our method is motivated by the observation that when a keyphrase is searched in a corpus, the retrieved set of documents is relatively focused on a single domain with high similarity. For example, while "machine" and "learning" are two ambiguous terms that appear in documents from different domains, the phrase "machine learning" appears in a document set that is more concentrated on a single domain. In this context, keyphrases are expected to be good queries, and are utilized in document retrieval and browsing. Phrasier [1] creates an index using only the keyphrases of documents instead of the full-text, and reports no negative impact on document retrieval performance. Furthermore,
Related Works
Keyphrase extraction algorithms typically score each candidate phrase with a keyphraseness scoring function, and sort the candidates accordingly. This function is implemented either by a supervised or unsupervised learning algorithm. Supervised keyphrase extraction algorithms train a keyphraseness function automatically from observations in a corpus whereas unsupervised keyphrase extraction algorithms depend on scoring functions built on assumptions and observations. Our keyphrase extraction algorithm is a supervised learning algorithm that uses QPP features.
GenEx [6] is a supervised keyphrase extraction algorithm formed of two components: an extractor and a genetic algorithm. The extractor is a text-processing tool controlled by parameters and rules. For example, the aggressiveness of the stemmer and maximum number of the terms allowed in an extracted keyphrase are two parameters o f the extractor. GenEx uses a genetic algorithm and a training set to find the most suitable parameter values for a domain. The population of the genetic algorithm is formed of parameter-sets representing a configuration of the extractor. The fitness function is the precision of the extractor executed with the processed parameter-set/configuration. The output of the genetic algorithm is the set of rules suitable for the corpus domain and genre. GenEx uses frequency and first occurrence position of terms in order to score each phrase's importance.
Kea algorithm uses Naïve Bayes to learn a keyphraseness probability from the in-document features' distribution in the training data. The outline of the Kea algorithm is identical to the outline of the system used in our experiments. Frank et al. [7] report the results of Kea and GenEx [6] to be statistically indifferent. We also use Naïve Bayes in order to learn keyphraseness probabilities of our QPP features. In order to evaluate the QPP features in a systematic manner, we compare our method with Kea [7] algorithm's effectiveness.
Recent research aims to improve the effectiveness of keyphrase extraction by integrating additional features such as those exploiting the structural patterns of a document, syntactic patterns of phrases, semantic knowledge and the relationships between extracted keyphrases. For instance, syntactic features are able to eliminate candidate phrases that are unlikely to be keyphrases (as in the example of the phrase "machine learning introduces " which ends with a verb, and this is uncommon for a keyphrase). Hulth [8] investigates the effectiveness of using part of speech (PoS) tags in keyphrase extraction. She evaluates several candidate phrase extraction strategies with and without PoS tags. Using a rule induction method, PoS tag patterns for keyphrases are learned. Hulth's experiments indicate that keyphrases have common PoS tag patterns. Furthermore, Barker et al. [9] use a chunker to detect noun phrases using simple syntactic patterns, and assign a score to each phrase depending on the tf*idf value of each phrase's head noun. The in-document features are used to evaluate phrases extracted from the document by a noun phrase chunker. Recent work [10] [11] [12] including ours use syntactic filters in finding the candidate keyphrases.
The cohesive ties between keyphrases are exploited in keyphrase extraction by using external knowledge obtained either from thesauri or statistical information extracted from corpora. Turney [13] notes that there should be cohesion between the extracted keyphrases. He measures the pairwise semantic relatedness between two keyphrases by mining the results of a search engine. The cohesion between the keyphrases produced by Kea is reclassified with a second classifier using the cohesion features. This method depends on the output of Kea and in -document features. For extracting keywords, Ercan and Cicekli [14] use the WordNet [15] thesaurus to integrate semantic relationships between phrases and features extracted from the lexical chains of the original document. Thus, their method is not able to handle keyphrases of length greater than one, and is limited to keyword extraction. Nguyen et al. [10] integrate both PoS tags and structural features to the feature set of Kea, where the distinguished structural properties of research articles are important cues for keyphrase extraction. They use the occurrence distribution of phrases with respect to the sections of the processed article. For example, a phrase appearing in the title and/or abstract is more likely to be a keyphrase than a phrase appearing only in the middle of the document. This method is designed specifically for research articles and is not a generic solution.
Mihalcea et al. [11] model the text as a graph where vertices are terms appearing in the given text, and an edge between two terms exists if they co-occur within a distance. Keyphrases are extracted using a social ranking algorithm called TextRank on this network, which is based on the PageRank algorithm [16] . The phrase co-occurrence graph is usually very sparse, especially in short documents where term frequencies are low. Recently, Wan et al. [12] enrich this graph by integrating co-occurrence statistics observed in similar documents, i.e. the nearest neig hbours of the processed text (NN-TextRank). They evaluate their algorithm using news articles that are shorter than research articles, and report improvement over TextRank and a baseline algorithm that scores phrases using tf*idf values. While both QPP features and NN-TextRank use a background corpus in order to handle short documents, these algorithms differ both in methods and features applied. 
Keyphrase Extraction
General components of our supervised keyphrase extraction system are depicted in Figure 1 . These are similar to some of those in the previous works [6] [7] [8] 10] , as they all perform feature extraction and supervised classification. The first step in keyphrase extraction is the tokenization of the text into words and punctuations. Using the token stream, a candidate keyphrase list is formed from the phrases appearing in the text of the original document. For each candidate phrase w the feature extraction component extracts a feature set from the background corpus and the original document d 0 . Naïve Bayes classifier trained with documents of the same genre and their associated keyphrase lists calculates the probability of keyphraseness for each candidate phrase w. Keyphrases are selected using these scores, and the output of the system is a set of keyphrases. The keyphrase selection component simply sorts the phrases according to the keyphraseness score and returns the top keyphrases. 
Candidate Keyphrase List Creation
Keyphrases usually appear as noun phrases in documents. Hulth [8] reports that nouns preceded by nouns or adjectives are the most common Part of Speech (PoS) tag patterns observed for keyphrases. In fact, majority of keyphrases in our corpora can be extracted with a simple grammar rule for finding noun phrases. In our system, in order to create a candidate keyphrase list, the text of the given document d 0 is tokenized and the PoS tags are assigned using Stanford PoS Tagger [17] . Each sequence of PoS tags satisfying the regular expression "(JJ|NN)* NN" is included in the candidate phrase list, where NN represents nouns and JJ represents adjectives. Fo r example, in the sentence "This is a good\JJ machine\NN learning\NN algorithm\NN"; "good machine learning algorithm", "good machine learning", "machine learning algorithm", "machine learning", "learning algorithm", "machine", "learning", "algorithm" match the regular expression and are extracted as candidate phrases. Only the candidate keyphrases matching the regular expression are retained and evaluated by the classification algorithm.
The PoS pattern method can detect more than 80% of all keyphrases in the research article corpus used in our experiments as candidate keyphrases. We compared this method with an exhaustive candidate keyphrase extraction method, which returns all consecutive terms that do not contain punctuations as candidate keyphrases. The exhaustive method extracts all the keyphrases appearing in the text as candidate keyphrases. It detects 82% of the keyphrases in the research article corpus, which is only 2% more from the PoS pattern method. However, this method produces more candidates than the PoS pattern method where most candidates are unlikely to be keyphrases or even phrases . For example, in the corpus the exhaustive method produces approximately 35,000 candidate phrases while the PoS method produces approximately 2,000 candidates per document. When the former method is used, the system must process a larger number of candidate keyphrases, which degrades the efficiency of the system. In addition , the effectiveness of the system is not improved, as having more candidate keyphrases creates noise for the classification algorithm. Since the PoS pattern method is as effective as the exhaustive method, we opted for using the PoS pattern method as our candidate phrase producer in our keyphrase extraction system.
Information Retrieval from Wikipedia
The Information Retrieval Component (IRC) performs full-text search in the background corpora, which is composed of Wikipedia articles. Since the keyphrase extraction algorithm processes the document vectors and language models of retrieved documents by accessing their full-texts, an offline indexing system is preferred. Document retrieval is an important factor for both efficiency and effectiveness of the keyphrase extraction system. This section describes how
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full-text search is performed from the background corpus for a candidate keyphrase given as a query and how the returned documents are subsampled. Given a term as a query, IRC returns the set of articles that contain the searched term. Given a phrase (i.e. multiple terms) as a query, IRC returns the set of articles where the terms of the phrase appear exactly in the same configuration. In order for an IRC to support such phrase queries, either a phrase or positional in dex must be maintained [18] . For example, for the phrase "machine learning", documents containing "machine learning" are returned , whereas those containing "learning machine" are not. Implementation of IRC uses the indexing mechanisms of Lucene search engine 1 Two sampling strategies were evaluated: random and rank-based. Random sampling simply selects  documents from D' randomly. Rank based sampling reduces noise caused by documents with low frequencies of w. Accordingly, documents are ranked using a function of the frequency of phrase w, and only top  scoring documents are retained.
Since the ranked sampling strategy achieves better results than uniform sampling strategy, only the result of the ranked sampling strategy is reported in this article. In our experiments, the Okapi BM25 ranking function is used as seen in Equation 1. [1] reports that these values correlate with human relevance judgments . Average document length in the background corpus is denoted by avgDocLen, and |d i | denotes the length of the document d i . 2 The background corpus used in our experiments is composed of English Wikipedia 3 articles that are longer than 200 characters. 3,326,028 Wikipedia articles are indexed, containing a total of approximately one billion terms. Average document length of the corpus is 237.89 non-stop words. 4 Wikipedia is a generic background corpus since it is a comprehensive encyclopaedia relating to different topics. In practice, the background corpus can be domain specific. For instance, in a digital library an index of all the articles stored can be preferred instead of the generic Wikipedia articles corpus. We chose to use Wikipedia to have a domain independent system.
QPP Measures
This section defines the QPP measures utilized in this article on the basis of the assumption that keyphrases are unambiguous query phrases that retrieve documents tied to each other by a specific domain or topic. Note that this assumption is also important for a retrieval system. For example, for the query "learning" a diverse set of documents is returned, whereas for the query "machine learning" a more refined set of documents is returned. The QPP problem [3] tries to predict the effectiveness of a query, and should encourage the q uery "machine learning" over "learning".
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Experiments discussed in this paper evaluate the effects of different QPP techniques [3, 4, [19] [20] [21] [22] in keyphrase extraction. Table 1 lists the features used in keyphrase extraction. The first two of these features, namely firstPosition and tf*idf, are in-document features, and the last seven are QPP features , which can be grouped in two categories depending on the methods used in their extraction. The first category uses the geometrical properties of the retrieved documents when represented by vector space models (VSM). The second class of methods uses ideas from language models (LM) and information theory. Extraction of each feature is explained for a single phrase w, using two inputs: document set D and the original document d 0 . Features from 3 to 7 are calculated using vector space models while the last two are based on language models.
Both VSM and LM based methods use bag-of-words assumption to simplify the analysis. In order to create a bag/set of words, documents are tokenized to words (terms). Words are processed with Porter Stemmer [23] While measuring the similarity between documents is a good indicator for QPP, a coherent set may not always have a high average similarity due to outliers and noise in D. Vinay et al. [21] define three measures: Cox-Lewis clustering tendency, query perturbation, and document perturbation. Through a modified version of Cox-Lewis clustering tendency test, the first measure evaluates D either for the existence of natural groupings or randomness. Vinay et al. [21] introduces query and document perturbation. The former modifies the query issued by a random noise, and observes the rank change in retrieval results. In our work we apply this measure by using d 0 as the query issued. Vinay et al. [21] reports that this measure is not able to predict the query performance effectively. In an affirming manner, we observe that this feature is not effective in keyphrase extraction. For this reason, we are not reporting the results of the query perturbation feature.
Different tests of clustering tendency exist in the literature. Hopkins test [27] and Cox-Lewis statistic [28] are two such tests where the points in the original set and the randomly generated points are compared with each other to determine the randomness of the set. If a higher similarity to random points is observed, then the original set is randomly distributed in the space.
While these tests are suitable when there are few dimensions, they are not directly applicable to high -dimensional hyperspaces. In a high-dimensional space such as |V| dimensions, which typically is in the order of thousands, randomly generated point will most probably be distant from D as the probability space is large. In order to limit the probability space, Vinay et al. [21] proposes to use a document in D as a skeleton for the random generation, and avoid creating a random document composed of unlikely term combinations . Cox-Lewis test selects a document randomly from D, and assigns random term weights to its non-zero dimensions to form a random document vector rd i . Random weights are between 0 and maximum term weight appearing in set D. This generation strategy keeps the randomly generated points in a minimal hyper rectangle containing all the documents in D.
Let nd i1 denote the nearest neighbour of the random vector rd i in D, and nd i2 be the nearest neighbour of nd i1 in D. The proportion of the similarity cosSim(nd i1 , nd i2 ) to cosSim(nd i1 , rd i ) tests if the injected random vector can be more similar to a document in D than any other document in D. This test is repeated with |D|/2 random numbers and the average of these tests is used as Cox-Lewis score, as shown in Equation 7 .
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Document perturbation was first described by Vinay et al. [21] using VSM, and has recently been adapted to language models as rank robustness [22] . Similar to Cox-Lewis test, the effect of adding random noise to the documents in D is tested. Given the document set D, when the documents are in descending order according to cosSim(d i , d j ) (d i , α) ). In a document set formed of unrelated documents rank of d i does not change, while in a coherent set rank change is expected to be high. Let α be a parameter controlling the noise(d i , α) and the function noise(d i , α) returns a vector perturbed by adding noise to each dimension of vector d i . The noise is generated using a Gaussian distribution with mean equal to 0, and deviation equals to . The overall rank change for a noise level is calculated by repeating the test 10 times for all the documents in D, using Equation 8 . (8) The overall docPerturb feature is the slope of the line that best fits the docPerturb() values. Document perturbation test uses the noise levels ={0 .1, 1, 10, 100) . If the slope is positive, then the rank changes as noise level increases, and the set is assumed to be coherent.
Language Model Based Features
Language models are used in different applications of information retrieval research [28, 29] . Unigram language models are formulated by a bag-of-words assumption, and ordering of words is not taken into account. A simple estimate of probability of generating a term t i from a document d j is the Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE), i.e. the relative frequency of t i in d j .
MLE usually results in a probability distribution with sharp changes, which assigns 0 probability to terms not appearing in the document. Smoothing is a technique applied to resolve these problems. The probabilities of low or non-occurring terms are increased, and the probabilities of frequent terms are degraded. Jelinek-Mercer smoothing combines the MLE of the whole document collection with a document's MLE, providing a smoother probability distribution. Two language models are combined by a weighted average controlled by the parameter λ. We used the same value utilized in Townsend et al. [3] , which is 0.6. Equation 9 shows the linear combination of MLE of a document d j with the whole background collection (all the Wikipedia articles). (9) With the above probability estimate for each term, we derive a simplified clarity score motivated by the score defined by Townsend et al. [3] . The relevance of a term t to the query phrase w and original document d 0 , P(t | w, d j ), is modelled as shown in Equation 10 , where P(t | d j ) reflects the probability of observing term t in the document d j in the set D. The P(d j ) probability is uniform for all documents in D and is equal to 1/|D|.
(10)
Clarity measure is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [31] of the retrieved set D from the whole background corpus, defined in Equation 11. KL-divergence compares two different probability models. It is used as a document similarity function in different information retrieval tasks such as text clustering and categorization [32, 33] . In a similar 
Learning to Classify Keyphrases
Keyphrase extraction can be considered as a classification tas k with two classes: keyphrase or non-keyphrase. For a specific domain/genre, a supervised machine learning algorithm analyses, learns and classifies keyphrases. Previous work on keyphrase extraction suggests that different types of corpora behave differently , and thus, should be trained for each applied domain [6, 7] . Naïve Bayes learning algorithm uses Bayesian rule to infer the probability of class membership given the features. Using the independence assumption, the probability of keyphraseness P(keyphrase | F w ) is calculated, where F w is the feature set of phrase w. This probability is estimated from the training corpus using the Bayesian rule as in Equation 13 . (13) The class prior P(keyphrase) is low since the proportion of keyphrases to non-keyphrases in a document is very low. As a result of this imbalance between the classes, the probability P(keyphrase|F w ) is low, and using strict thresholds for classification is not possible. For this reason in contrast to other classification methods, thresholds are not applied for keyphraseness scores. W hen the target keyphrase size is 5, the top 5 ranking keyphrases are returned as the output, no matter how low the probability value is. Using this method, the prior probability can be neglected in calculations, as it will be the same for each candidate w.
Kea [7] reports a higher precision when the feature values are discretized using Minimum Discrimination Length (MDL) [34] . The features we introduced behave similarly, and their precision decreases when supervised discretization is not applied to the features. Discretization is done by splitting the value ranges in a way to minimize the entropy of the training population with respect to the probability of keyphraseness. For this reason, we apply MDL discretization to all the features.
Experiments and Evaluation

Corpus
In this article, a corpus composed of 75 journal articles is used. The same corpus has previously been u sed in other keyphrase extraction research [6, 7, 14] . The corpus is composed of journal articles from different domains, as shown in Table 2 . About 82% of the keyphrases appear in the articles, so 18% of the keyphrases cannot be extracted.
In order to highlight the disadvantages of the systems that solely depend on in -document features, an experiment using a corpus of shorter documents is conducted. To this end, the abstracts of the same journal articles are used. The average document length of the abstracts is 156 words, and 44.8% of the keyphrases appear in the abstracts, i.e. 55.2% of keyphrases cannot be extracted.
Furthermore, not all of the keyphrases occur in the background corpus: 14.17% never appears in Wikipedia, while 16.6% appears in less than five different Wikipedia articles. It is possible to solve this problem by using a larger knowledge base such as a search engine, or a domain specific corpus stored in a digital library. Also in practical applications of extracted keyphrases, the importance of detecting such uncommon keyphrases is low. 
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Results
Keyphrase extraction systems are usually evaluated using precision and recall, which are defined in terms of sets of phrases. In a processed source document, let the set A be the author assigned phrases, A' be the subset of A formed of phrases appearing in the document. Let E be the set of phrases extracted automatically by the system. Equation 14 shows the calculation of recall. To avoid penalizing keyphrase extraction systems for keyphrases that cannot be extracted, the recall value is calculated with res pect to the set A'. Precision is calculated as shown in Equation 15 .
The test and training data are chosen in a way to be compatible with the experiments performed in Turney [6] and Frank et al. [7] . 20 of the journal articles are reserved for testing and the remaining 55 documents are used for training. In the corpus of abstracts, 53 documents are used for training and 19 for testing, where 3 have been omitted as they lack an abstract. Tables 3 and 4 present the results of the full-text and abstract experiments respectively. For both of the experiments, the precision, recall and average number of correct keyphrases per-document are given when 5, 10 and 15 keyphrases are extracted for each article. The results of Kea [7] 5 are also provided for comparison. In Tables 3 and 4 , inDoc+QPP denotes the experiments using all of the features defined in Table 1 . The feature set inDoc denotes tf*idf and firstPosition. QPPFeats denotes all features, excluding those of inDoc. In full-text articles, Kea algorithm is able to extract 38% of the keyphrases appearing in the articles, when 15 keyphrases are extracted for each document. Journal articles concisely define the contribution of the document in early sections, and keyphrases are used more frequently in abstracts and introduction portions of the document. This is why the firstPosition feature achieves high accuracy in scientific articles.
As seen in Table 3 , the effectiveness of QPPFeats is lower than Kea and inDoc. We have observed that QPP features tend to have similar values for domain specific phrases, keyphrases and sub or super phrases of keyphrases. In fact, for a superset of a keyphrase a similar set of documents is usually retrieved from the background corpus. For example, for the keyphrase "obsessive compulsive disorder" and the sub -phrases "obsessive compulsive", "compulsive disorder" as well as the super-phrase "obsessive compulsive personality disorder", similar sets of documents are retrieved from the background corpus. Since all QPP features are calculated using the retrieved documents, the feature values are almost identical to each other. In order to tackle this problem and to improve the effectiveness of the system, we integrated QPP features with in-document features in full text articles. As a result, inDoc+QPPFeats system achieves the best recall values when compared to Kea and inDoc algorithms.
The results of the experiment using abstracts, as shown in Table 4 , reveal a defect of inDoc features in shorter documents. While tf*idf and firstPosition are able to achieve high precision and recall values in full-text experiments, their performance is poor in the abstract corpus. As indicated previously, the firstPosition feature, depending on the structure of the document, is effective in full-text articles. However, in shorter documents the firstPosition, which is the normalized distance from the start of the document to the word, is subject to more noise. While a change in distance by few words does not change the value of firstPosition in long documents, it changes the distance value significantly in short documents. tf*idf values are formed of two components of term frequency and inverse document frequency. Inverse document frequency gets larger values when the phrase occurs in fewer documents. In short texts, most phrases occur once or a couple of times. Since frequencies of terms are similar, a high value of tf*idf is assigned to a phrase that appears infrequently in the corpora. Thus, for short documents it is even possible to observe the highest tf*idf values in spelling errors and typos.
The QPP features are not extracted directly from the document, and can be calculated for any phrase regardless of how many times it occurs in the text, if it ever does. This makes them more robust to the changes in the length of the documents. In the case of abstracts, the recall values of QPPFeats+inDoc and QPPFeats are better than those of the Kea algorithm. On the one hand, QPPFeats+inDoc correctly identifies 53% of author assigned keyphrases appearing in the abstract when 15 keyphrases per article are extracted. On the other hand, it can be observed that in -document features degrade the effectiveness of QPPFeats+inDoc in short documents, since 55% of the keyphrases are identified when only QPPFeats are used. Both inDoc and Kea algorithms are able to extract only a maximum of 40% of the keyphrases, which is 15% less than QPPFeats when 15 keyphrases are extracted. Their recall is about half of the QPP features when only 5 keyphrases are extracted.
One important advantage of QPPFeats is that, it is possible to calculate them for phrases not appearing in the original document. In keyphrase generation problem, in contrast to extraction, the algorithm should be able to generate phrases not appearing in the text and should add keyphrase candidates from a prior knowledge such as a background corpus or taxonomy. Expanding the extracted candidate keyphrases is a research topic by itself and is left as a future work. However, in order to demonstrate the fact that QPPFeats can be used in keyphrase generation, we have performed an additional experiment. In the abstracts corpus we have manually added the 55% of the keyphrases that do not occur in their respective abstract to extracted candidate phrase lists and repeated the experiment . In this setting, when top scoring 15 keyphrase candidates are selected, number of correct keyphrases generated is improved by 42.5% and the recall value is increased to 78% with a precision of 20%. The precision value is even higher than the result of inDoc+QPPFeats in the full-text article experiments, i.e. the QPPFeats can extract more keyphrases only by observing the abstracts.
When QPP features are studied individually, it is observed that the two features of CosCentrTod 0 and avgCosTod 0 have the greatest impact on keyphrase extraction. Our experiments suggest that using these two features provides the greatest improvement in keyphrase extraction. Two features , document perturbation (i.e. ranking robustness) and clarity can be successfully used to improve the results both in QPP [21, 22] and keyphrase extraction.
Conclusion
Most of the earlier works on keyphrase extraction focus es on research articles. However, there is an increasing interest on applying keyphrase extraction in shorter documents such as Twitter messages [35] and news articles [12] . In this research, potential problems of features commonly used in keyphrase extraction were shown through experiments. Although these features are useful in full-text articles, their effectiveness drops in short documents. Features extracted from a background corpus are able to solve this problem. We have shown that while the introduced QPP features improve keyphrase extraction in full-text articles, the improvement is much more considerable for shorter documents like abstracts. Furthermore, our features are not dependent on the occurrences of the phrases in the original document, and can be calculated for phrases that never appear in the document. All in all, this work aimed to establish a link between the problems of QPP and keyphrase extraction. We believe that this work contributes to the research on finding keyphrases by removing the constraints imposed by features directly extracted from the occurrences in the original document. A careful investigation of techniques for creating candidate keyphrase lists by mining related articles or semantically related phrases enables our algorithm to generate keyphrases. The tec hniques used in this article may lead to more general methods that are able to operate on different genres and perform generation instead of extraction.
